


A limited edition collection of Mickey Mouse-
themed handwoven carpets by leading and
renowned carpet house Essie Carpets.

This year commemorates 90 years since Disney’s
character, Mickey Mouse's first appearance. With
his universal appeal and ability to emotionally
connect with generations all over the world, no
other character quite occupies a similar space in
the hearts and minds of a global fanbase.

Essie Carpets holds the exclusive worldwide
Disney license for handmade carpets and rugs.



Each rug is completely handwoven using the finest quality handspun wool and traditional weaving
methods, with a weaving time of around 13 months.

Designed for life and to pass from generation to generation, the rugs come complete with a
certificate of authenticity verified by Essie and Walt Disney.

Each rug is deservedly unique piece of art and a collector’s item.

Essie Carpets reserves the right for any minor differences in designs due to hand craftsmanship.



Disney x Essie Carpets by Ivo Bisignano

Biography: Ivo is an artist and fashion archaeologist who uses different mediums, combining nostalgic inspiration
with pure projection, visual and productive. As an award-winning talent Ivo has been behind some of the world’s
leading artistic concepts and projects, designing illustrations for Prada, Missoni and Ottolenghi and winning the
special animation prize at ASVOFF IV edition.

Originally from Sicily, and trained as an architect, Ivo is an artist with many different souls. Beginning with fashion
illustration early in his career, he has gone on to make significant contributions in media ranging from sculpture to
painting to video and animation. A distinctive and consistent note throughout his work is a poignant sense of
nostalgia, applied to characters both real and imaginary, and often linked to references from world literature and
cinema. With an often surrealistic atmosphere, Bisignano’s art is also imbued with a strong sense of play and irony,
evoking an aesthetic of past and highly detailed worlds.
Learn more about Ivo at www.ivobisignano.com/



















Disney x Essie Carpets by Kelly Hoppen CBE

"Mickey Mouse is such an icon and means so much to so many people. I wanted to put my own twist on Mickey and create
design-led pieces – for both adults and children. I wanted to bring him to life inside the home, while blending seamlessly
into the decor and offering it a quirky appeal.”

Biography: Having changed the face of the design industry with her East Meets West style, multi-award winning
designer Kelly Hoppen CBE is one of the most sought-after designers of her generation. Kelly’s ever-evolving style,
defined by a subtle fusion of clean lines and neutral tones and intuitively balanced with an opulent warmth, has
been honoured with numerous prestigious awards and accolades including a MBE for services to interior design in
2009. Kelly’s passion for design is what she lives and breathes for the last 43 years.

Learn more about Kelly Hoppen at www.kellyhoppeninteriors.com

















Enquiries

For prices and further details, please contact Essie Carpets.

Tel: +44 (0)207 493 7766
Email: sales@essiecarpets.com

62 Piccadilly, Mayfair, London, W1J 0DZ
86-89 Piccadilly, Mayfair, London, W1J 7NE

Learn more at www.essiecarpets.com/case_study/disney/

https://www.essiecarpets.com/case_study/disney/



